AROUND THE WORLD:
COMPETITION
TRAVEL CONVERSATION
SEMESTER 3, LESSON 011

TABLE TOPIC
Choose and discuss one of these interesting table topic
questions in order to get warmed up for the lesson!

Table Topic:
Have you ever been in a really
competitive situation? Tell us about
it.
Hypothetical Table Topic:
Imagine you are competing with
your classmates to be hired by the
teacher as an English teaching
assistant. Compete to convince your
teacher you are the best pick!
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IDIOM
Read and practice this useful idiom.
It's great to use with this topic!

ahead of the game - being in front
of the competition
That kid is ahead of the game, he
skipped his last two years of high
school and went straight to college.
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USEFUL WORDS
Read and practice the vocabulary below.

rival - a person, group, etc. competing with others for the same
thing or in the same area
We have been rivals ever since elementary school when he got
the girl I was in love with.
crush - to defeat someone completely
Don't challenge Steve to a drinking competition. He will crush
you.
catch up with - to reach the same quality or standard as
someone or something else
You'll never catch up with me. I've been training these
Pokemon for years.
fight off - to defend against or drive back
Hal has had to fight off the ladies ever since he got a beer belly.
up against - confronted with; facing
My favorite team is up against their rival. I can't miss it. It's
going to be a great game.
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GUIDED
CONVERSATION
Use these questions as a guide for conversation. Splitting into
small groups for conversation is advisable. The teacher will
inquire to see what the students have learned postconversation.

Have you ever crushed or been crushed by
your competition? Tell us about it.
Have you ever had a rival? Tell us about it.
What's the toughest thing you've ever been
up against?
Have you ever had to fight someone off?
Are you a competitive person? Talk about yourself a
bit.
What are the pros and/or cons of being competitive
with co-workers?
How do you get ahead of the game in school or in
your career?
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ACTIVITY
Use this activity to practice the vocabulary and idioms you
have learned so far!

Speed Conversation
Students should sit across from
each other. This is a very
competitive activity where students
should gather as much get-to-knowyou info about the classmate sitting
across from them. The students are
not allowed to write down anything
in this activity. The student who is
able to remember and recount the
most information wins. Students
should rotate partners every 2-4
minutes.
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HOMEWORK
Homework! Daily practice is essential
for language learning.
1 MINUTE PRESENTATION/SPEECH

Prepare to talk about one of the most
competitive times in your life and how you
overcame it. Give a 1-minute speech
presenting it (after the student is through,
the teacher will quiz the other students
about the speech so as to test their
listening comprehension).
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